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Protocols…

It is with a great sense of responsibility that I accept the invitation by the

Institute to deliver this paper. I consider this invitation an honour and a

rare privilege, to which I am grateful. My profound gratitude goes to the

most amiable, admirable, indefatigable, undaunting and indomitable

administrator Honorable Justice Rosaline.I. Bozimo OFR and the

Management Team, my Chief Judge, the Honourable the Chief Judge of

the Federal High Court, Mr Justice A.A. Kafarati and my Chief Registrar

Emmanuel Gakko who has set the standard for us his lieutenants to

emulate.



INTRODUCTION

One of the hallmarks of an efficient 

judicial system is the speedy 

dispensation of justice. Beyond the 

Judges, Bailiffs, Court Registrars and 

other Court Personnel, Legal/Research 

Assistants are essential in promoting 

the effective and speedy operation of the 

judicial system.



 The unfortunate reality in the courts today is that 

Judges are inundated with too many cases on 

their dockets which they must definitely attend to 

in the court, and at the end of work, a Judge will 

go home, sit down, research authorities and write 

Rulings and Judgments.

 The Legal/Research Assistant or an L A as they 

are often called is undoubtedly needed to assist 

the judicial officer in dealing  with the heavy list 

of cases.



What is a brief?

 Brief Writing is an essential aspect of Legal research. 

What does the word brief denote? The etymology of the 

word ‘brief’ derives from the Latin word “brevis” 

meaning “short”. The  Latin word is “brieve” meaning 

‘note dispatch’, “a writing issued by authority”.

 The synonyms for the word brief includes the followings

 Concise, succinct, short, condensed, compressed, to the 

point etc.

 A brief is therefore not a thesis or a dissertation.



What is Brief in law

A brief is a written legal argument used by 

a lawyer to lay out arguments in support of 

petitions or motions before the court. 

A brief must identify the legal issues, 

present the facts of the case and request 

that a court follow a particular course of 

action, such as granting a motion during 

trial or reversing a lower court’s decision 

on appeal



What is ‘Brief’ in Law?

 A brief must state the law, the facts of the case and 

the reasons for the conclusions in a clear and concise 

manner bearing in mind that Judges are busy with 

voluminous documents and case files to review at any 

given time.

 Furthermore, the word Brief relates essentially to a 

summary of facts and legal points in a case. It cuts 

across various legal documents such as writs, deeds, 

affidavits, summations, bills, claims,  counterclaims, 

pleadings et tal.



WHO IS A LEGAL /RESEARCH ASSISTANT? 

A Legal Research Assistant is primarily a researcher.

The Legal/ Research Assistant conducts relevant 

research into cases, writes Legal opinion and briefs, 

reviews evidence, reviews written addresses, helps the 

Judge in preparing cases for trials, drafts Legal 

documents, assist in case management, writes reports 

and other such functions or duties as a  Judicial officer 

may assign to such a person. 



It goes without saying that, Judges are over-

burdened with work given the number of cases 

assigned to a single Judge. 

This reality makes it very unlikely for a 

thoroughly researched judicial outcome to be 

achieved because the court is pressed for time 

and work. 

The legal assistant is known to come in to assist 

the Judge with a thorough research and avail 

the Judge with the relevant tools to come up 

with a guided decision.



 This does not only save time but also reduces the rate 

of adjournments given by the court on reserved 

Rulings and Judgments.

 An L A’s specific duties may vary depending on the 

sector in which they work i.e. private or government 

sector, but may include drafting legal documents, 

and writing reports. In fact, most legal research 

assistants spend far more time drafting legal 

documents than performing other duties. Therefore, 

dedicating yourself to consistently improving your 

writing skills should be one of the fundamental 

aspects of your professional development as a 

research assistant. 



One of the invaluable assets that a legal research assistant must 

always possess is good drafting skills. Briefs contain the story of 

a party on which the courts are called upon to adjudicate. Like 

all good stories, the arguments in brief must flow; they must be 

consistent, they must be concise, they must be accurate, they 

must be comprehensible; and they must be comprehensive 



 The court of Appeal, speaking on the essential drafting skills a counsel must 

possess, said in SCOA (Nig) plc v. Danbatta (2002) 13 NWLR (Pt. 785) 

461 at 472 paras. D –F thus: “Drafting is an important tool in advocacy. A 

solicitor who could not present his client’s case clearly in the brief, if it is a 

case in the appellate courts, or in the pleadings, if it is a case before the High 

Court or Federal High Court, could not adequately represent the interest of 

his clients. An otherwise good case is destroyed and lost by bad pleadings, 

counsel should pay more attention to drafting as no counsel could be good 

and make marks in advocacy if he is poor in drafting mechanism”.

 Furthermore,adumbrating on the duties of a Legal researcher, the court held 

in OYADEJI V ADENLE (1992) 9 NWLR {part 316} PAGE 224 at PAGE 

234 that “… A counsel engaged to prepare a brief for a party to an appeal 

must assiduously apply himself to this professional duty by always ensuring 

that all the salient and crucial legal arguments that can be made on behalf of 

that party are presented with utmost pellucidity which are substantially in 

accordance with the mandatory provisions of brief writing.”



ESSENTIAL SKILLS TO APPLY IN 

BRIEF WRITING

 Brief writing skills are an essential tool for the 

practice of law irrespective of what practice area 

one is in.

 As a Judicial Researcher there are certain brief 

writing skills deployed in researching, drafting 

legal opinions, initiating and replying letters for 

and on behalf of the court, proofreading, vetting 

orders, rulings and judgments. 

 A skilled L A must be able to pay attention to 

details, have the ability to prioritize, work under 

pressure, and work with minimal supervision.



 An L A must have exceptional speed reading skills and ability to 
comprehend fast and easily. This skill is very important because of 
the need to grasp the facts of the file to be able to offer any 
meaningful and/or adoptable opinion.

 An L A must have an excellent communication skill, which includes 
verbal and written.

 Written communication includes everything from pleadings to 

emails and letters. From my interaction with some L As, I 
discovered that many do encounter some difficulties in turning their 
thoughts into well-drafted documents, it is known fact that the use 
of social media, email, texts, and instant messaging has affected 
negatively on our writing skills. 

 These informal forms of communication is gradually eroding away 
our writing skills. However, in the legal field, we must be able to 
transfer our thoughts to writing in a way that correctly interprets 
the real facts of a case.



ELEMENTS OF GOOD BRIEF WRITING
 Brief writing has a specific framework that begins with a strong 

foundation such as grammar, spelling, vocabulary, and tone 
without which it will be a casual letter.

 The elements, techniques or ingredients of good brief writing include the following:

 1. ACCURACY

Be honest and accurate in writing, present facts and information honestly, and 
accurately without coloration and bias. 

 2.BRIEF

Usually, the length of writing depends on the subject matter. However being brief 
means avoiding unnecessary details. No need to be verbose, repetitive and 
redundant.

 3. CLARITY

The use of language, diction and tone should be clear and unambiguous.

 4. ORIGINALITY

Be original in your thoughts and presentation. 



POINTERS TO GOOD BRIEF WRITING

1. Write for your audience 

 Always keep your audience in mind when constructing any 
piece of writing, Lawyers must give up their respective 
individual writing quirks and instead adopt a form that meets 
with the needs of their audience. For instance, a written brief to 
be used in the courtroom varies in form from a letter meant for 
a client.

 The latter has to be authoritative, persuasive and ideally takes 
on a more formalistic style in line with the IRAC (Issues, 
Rules, Application and Conclusion) system of legal analysis. 

 The former is quite the contrary. It is usually less technical and 
more reader-friendly. You should always tailor your writing to 
suit your specific audience. 



2.Organize Your Writing

 For clarity and easy understanding, a piece of 
legal writing must be organized in a logical and 
cohesive way so readers easily follow your train of 
thoughts or rationale.

 To achieve this, employ proper paragraphing in 
your analysis of issues where necessary. In 
addition, if you have multiple issues to discuss, 
break them down into subtopics, numbered, or 
lettered sections. 

 Create a roadmap for your writing by using visual 
cues to guide the reader.



 Introduce your subject in an introductory 

paragraph, use transitional phrases such as 

(“furthermore,” “however,” “in addition,” 

etc.) between each paragraph, introduce each 

paragraph with a topic sentence, and use 

headings and subheadings to break up blocks 

of text.

 Limit each paragraph to one topic, and sum up 

your message with a concluding sentence or 

paragraph. 

 Organizational structure guides the reader 

through your text and promotes readability.



3.Minimise the medieval legal parlance

 These are specialized legal phrases and jargons, which 

can make your writing abstract, stilted, and archaic. 

Examples of legalese include words such as 

aforementioned, herewith, heretofore, and wherein etc.

 Lawyers and legal writers must understand that the 

bedrock of writing of any sort is to communicate not 

astound. It must be written to communicate rather than 

bamboozle. 

 In 9 out of 10 cases the target of our write-ups are to 

non- lawyers and other court users. So if all you do is law 

speak, then you will not communicate. Instead, you will 

come off as some stuffed shirt.



.

Write in a coherent, user-friendly readable way, clear and 

simple manner. therwise, you might be the only one who 

really enjoys your own writing. 

 Albert Einstein once said, “if you can’t explain it to a six 

year old, you don’t understand it yourself”. Write as 

though you were writing for a six year old. That is the 

hallmark of good brief writing. 

To avoid legalese and promote clarity, try reading your 

sentence to a colleague or substituting abstract words 

with simple, concrete terms. For example, instead of 

using

 “I am in receipt of your correspondence,” use “I 

received your letter.” It is clearer and more succinct.



4.Be Concise 

 Every word you write should contribute to your 

message. Omit extraneous words, shorten 

complex sentences, eliminate redundancies, 

vague theoretical words and keep it simple.

 Consider the following sentences:

(1) “Due to the fact that the defendant has not attempted to 

pay back the money owed to the plaintiff in the amount 

of 3 million naira it has become absolutely essential that 

the lawyer take appropriate legal action in order to 

obtain payment of the aforesaid amount.”

 the more concise version should read like this:



 “Since the defendant has not paid the 3 million naira owed 
the plaintiff, the lawyer will file a lawsuit seeking the 
reimbursement”

 The latter sentence conveys the same information in 18 
words versus 44. Omitting unnecessary words helps 
clarify the meaning of the sentence and adds impact. 

 For clarity and easy understanding, a piece of legal writing 
must be organized in a logical and cohesive way so readers 
easily follow your train of thoughts or rationale.

 To achieve this, employ proper paragraphing in your analysis 
of issues where necessary. And if you have multiple issues to 
discuss, break them down into subtopics or numbered or 
lettered sections.



5.Use Action Words 

 Action words make your legal prose more powerful, dynamic, 

and vivid. Add punch to your writing with verbs that bring 

your prose to life. Here are a few examples:

 Weak: The defendant was not truthful.

 Better: The defendant lied.

 Weak: The witness quickly came into the courtroom.

 Better: The witness bolted into the courtroom.

 Weak: The Judge was very angry.

 Better: The Judge was enraged. 



6.Use Concrete Words

 Both the study and practice of law enriches lawyers with an 

endless supply of indefinite and verbose vocabulary words. 

Given this excess of legal terminologies and abstractions at 

our disposal, we often fall into the temptation of using words 

indiscriminately to befuddle and stupefy our readers or 

listeners. 

 If you do not want to be misunderstood in what you write, 

then cut out every vagueness. Incorporate concrete words 

into your writing, be it a memo, brief or contractual 

agreement. 

 Stay clear of vague nouns and verbs otherwise known as 

“empty words” in your writing. Avoid words like “really”, 

“basically”, “actually”,  and other words which do not add 

any meaning to your text.



 Weak: “The accused’s testimony left the court 

in  reasonable  doubt of his innocence”. 

 Better: “The accused was evasive about why 

he ran away from the crime scene before the 

arrival of the police and so the court was in 

doubt of his innocence”.

 Learn to furnish your readers precise details 

to aid their understanding of your writing. 



7. Write in the active voice

 Writing in the active voice is precisely one of the hallmarks of good 
legal writing. For those legal writers who aren’t in the know, 
writing in active voice is the surest way to capture the essence of 
your writing and attract the interest and imagination of your 
distant readers.

 It promotes simple, direct, and effective writing in as real a way as 
it can be. Use them generously when you write. “The employee 
breached his contract of employment when he faked illness and 
skipped work”. Not “he was in breach of his contract of employment 
when he skipped work.

Avoid Passive Voice 

 Passive voice disguises responsibility for an act by eliminating the 
subject of the verb. Active voice, on the other hand, tells the reader 
who is doing the acting and clarifies your message. 

 For example, instead of “the filing deadline was missed,” say
“plaintiff’s counsel missed the filing deadline.” Instead of “a crime 
was committed,” say “the defendant committed the crime.



8.Write often- practice

 If we go by Malcolm Gladwell’s “10,000 hour rule” 

of mastery” in the his book “Outliers” it will take 

you approximately that number of hours to become a 

master at anything of real merit. Legal writing follows 

exactly this same rule. 

 The more you develop a writing ritual the more your 

writing improves.



9. Use gender neutral words that have 

the same meaning. 

 The traditional assumption that ‘he’ is subsumed in 
‘she’ {otherwise known as the ‘masculine rule’} was 
widely contested and calls were  made to redress the 
imbalance in the 1970s. 

 To that end, gender specific words are not used in legal 
drafting. Such words should be replaced with gender-
neutral words that have the same meaning.  

 In other words, avoid nouns that take a form that 
appears to assume that a man rather than a woman 
will hold a particular office, do a particular job or 
perform a particular role.



 See the following words:

 Master          Captain                     Police Man     Police officer

 Chairman     Chairperson              Fireman         Fire- fighter

 Draftsman    Drafter                      Foreman        Supervisor

 Seaman        Crew                         Man Made      Manufactured

 Workman     Worker                      Mankind        Humankind

 Avoid using ‘he’ or ‘she’ or ‘him’ or ‘her’ when writing 

except in rare cases when the topic is gender specific. For 

example, a legal opinion on ovarian cancer may by 

necessity include the word ‘she’ or ‘her’. Similarly on 

Prostate cancer may by necessity include ‘he’ or ‘his’



10. Edit ruthlessly and painstakingly

 Edit your writing ruthlessly, omitting unnecessary words 

and rewriting for clarity. Careful proofreading is 

particularly important in legal writing

 Spelling, punctuation, or grammatical errors in a document 

submitted to the court could undermine your credibility as 

a legal professional. 



 Look up all the words you are not sure of in the 

dictionary. If you can not find the word you want in the 

dictionary, use a word that has essentially the same 

meaning.

 The most obvious errors in any written document are the 

spelling errors. When these errors appear, the Judge 

reading the message usually form a negative opinion of 

you.

 Don’t distract your Judge from the content of your brief 

with poor spelling or grammar. Even veteran lawyers 

who have polished their writing skills through years of 

practice in the field still jealously proofread their work 

upon completion for errors.



 Research Assistants have a variety of places to source for relevant 

materials to enhance the quality of their research.

 A good government or public Law library.

 E-Law library or electronic library on the internet

 Personal law library or collection of Law books

 Statutes

 Textbooks

 Periodical and Journals

 Reference books

 Newspapers and magazines

SOURCES AND TOOLS THAT ENHANCE 

LEGAL RESEARCH.



 Published in columns as Statute books. These include:

 The Laws of the Federation of Nigeria

 The past and present Laws of any of the 36 States of Nigeria

 The past and present Statutes of any Foreign Country.

 Law Reports

Law Reports are the decisions of the courts published in volumes 
periodically they include:

 Supreme Court of Nigeria

 Court of Appeal High Courts; or

 Tribunals

Statutes, Legislations & Law Reports



Nigerian Law Reports

Examples of Law Reports in Nigeria are numerous.

A few examples are:

 All Nigerian Law Reports - ALL NLR

 Nigerian Weekly Law Reports - NWLR

 Supreme Court Reports - SC

 Federation Weekly Law Reports – FWLR

 Weekly Reports of Nigeria - WRN

 Law Pavilion Electronic Law Reports – LPELR

 Legalpedia

Textbooks 

Textbooks are books on any Legal subject or related fields. They could be Local or

Foreign Authors.

Periodicals and Journals, (writings and publication of jurists and academicians).

This includes magazines, Journals, Brochures, Newsletters, Catalogues Published at fixed intervals.

Reference books

Reference books contain facts and information 

about various subjects, such as dictionary, encyclopaedia et tal

Foreign Law Reports

Foreign Law Reports Include

 All England Reports - All ER UK

 Queen’s Bench Reports - QB

 Kings Bench Reports - KB

 Appeal Cases - AC

 Weekly Law Reports - WLR

 English Reports – ER

 Commonwealth Law Reports – CLR

e.t.c.



CHALLENGES AND DIFFICULTIES 

 From the foregoing, it is evident that a Legal /Research 

Assistant play important role in the smooth and quick 

dispensation of justice; however, their duties are not 

devoid of challenges and difficulties, which include: 



1. Difficulty in sourcing information and/or 

working materials 

 The Court libraries are the first place to consult for 

research materials, and so must be equipped to meet 

the changing trends in the administration of justice. 

 It is imperative  for courts  in its  efforts  to digitalize 

the courts  through the Nigerian Courts Management 

Systems  (NCMS) powered by the NJC, to  extend the  

technology driven system to legal research by providing 

modern electronic systems such as computers, laptops, 

IPad, etc. with  digitalized  law reports, statutes, law 

reference materials and fast internet service for efficient 

and effective work.



2. Non-availability of conducive working office.

 Legal/Research Assistants are required to have quiet and 
conducive offices to enable them concentrate and give their best. 
For now, most of them, operate from courtrooms to library not 
having that needed conducive and favorable space to operate.

3. Training and more training: 

 A high level of standard and professionalism expected from 
the L As requires that they must be equipped by way of 
capacity building in order to cope with the plethora of 
Rulings and Judgments churned out every day by the 
Judges. 



CONCLUSION

 The tips given above could take your legal writing to the next 

level if you will only remember to employ them as you sit down to 

draft your next document.

 I leave you with the wise sayings of Albert Einstein

“ everybody is a genius, but if you judge  a fish by its ability to climb 

a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid”. 

Thank you
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INTRODUCTION 

It is with a great sense of responsibility that I accept the invitation 

by the Institute to deliver this paper. I consider this invitation an 

honour and a rare privilege, to which I am grateful. My profound 

gratitude goes to the most amiable, admirable, indefatigable, un-

daunting and indomitable administrator Honorable Justice Rosa-

line.I. Bozimo OFR and the Management Team, my Chief Judge, 

the Honourable the Chief Judge of the Federal High Court, Mr Jus-

tice A.A. Kafarati and my Chief Registrar Emmanuel Gakko who 

has set the standard for us his lieutenants to emulate.  

This paper is on Brief writing skills for Legal Research/ Assis-

tants with the theme: Legal Research in the 21st Century adher-

ing to Best Practice.  Evidently, one of the hallmarks of an effi-

cient judicial system is the speedy dispensation of justice. Beyond 

the Judges, the Bailiffs, Court Registrars and other Court Person-

nel, Legal/Research Assistants are essential in promoting the ef-

fective and speedy operation of the judicial system.   

The unfortunate reality in the courts today is that Judges are  

Inundated with too many cases in their dockets, which they must 

definitely attend to in the courts. Also at the end of work, a Judge 

is expected to go home, sit down, research authorities and write 
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Rulings and Judgments. The Legal/Research Assistant or an L A 

as they are often called is undoubtedly needed to assist the judicial 

officer in dealing with these onerous tasks. 

WHO IS A LEGAL /RESEARCH ASSISTANT?  

A Legal Research Assistant is primarily a Researcher. The Legal/ 

Research Assistant conducts relevant research into cases, writes 

Legal opinion and briefs, reviews evidence, reviews written ad-

dresses, helps the Judge in preparing cases for trials, drafts Legal 

documents, assist in case management, writes reports and other 

such functions or duties as a  Judicial officer may assign to such 

a person.  

It is a known fact that, Judges are over- burdened with work given 

the number of cases assigned to a single Judge. This reality makes 

it very unlikely for a thorough researched judicial outcome to be 

achieved because the court is pressed for time and work. The legal 

assistant is therefore to come in to assist the Judge with an In-

depth research and avail the Judge with the relevant tools to come 

up with a well guided decision. This does not only save time but 

also reduces the rate of adjournments given by the court on re-

served Rulings and Judgments. 
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An L A’s specific duties may vary depending on the sector in which 

they work i.e. private or government sector, which may include 

drafting legal documents, and writing reports. In fact, most legal 

research assistants spend far more time drafting legal documents 

than performing other duties. Therefore, dedicating yourself to 

consistently improving your writing skills should be one of the fun-

damental aspects of your professional development as a research 

assistant.  

 

The Court of Appeal, speaking on the essential drafting skills a 

counsel must possess, said in SCOA (Nig) plc v. Danbatta (2002) 

13 NWLR (Pt. 785) 461 at 472 paras. D –F “Drafting is an im-

portant tool in advocacy. A solicitor, who could not present his cli-

ent’s case clearly in the brief, if it is a case in the appellate courts, 

or in the pleadings, if it is a case before the High Court or Federal 

High Court, could not adequately represent the interest of his clients. 

An otherwise good case is destroyed and lost by bad pleadings, 

counsel should pay more attention to drafting as no counsel could 

be good and make marks in advocacy if he is poor in drafting mech-

anism” 
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On the duties of a Legal researcher, the court held in OYADEJI V 

ADENLE (1992) 9 NWLR {part 316} PAGE 224 at PAGE 234 that 

“… A counsel engaged to prepare a brief for a party to an appeal 

must assiduously apply himself to this professional duty by always 

ensuring that all the salient and crucial legal arguments that can be 

made on behalf of that party are presented with utmost pellucidity 

which are substantially in accordance with the mandatory provi-

sions of brief writing.” 

 

One of the invaluable assets that a legal research assistant must 

always possess is good drafting skills. Briefs contain the story of a 

party on which the court is called to adjudicate. Like all good sto-

ries, the arguments in a brief must flow; they must be consistent, 

they must be concise, they must be accurate, they must be com-

prehensible; and they must be comprehensive.  

 

WHAT IS A BRIEF? 

Brief Writing is an essential aspect of Legal research. What does 

the word “brief” denote? The etymology of the word brief derives 

from the Latin word “brevis “meaning “short”. The Latin word is 

“brieve” meaning ‘note dispatch’, “A writing issued by authority”. 

The synonyms for the word brief includes the following: 
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Concise, succinct, short, condensed, compressed, to the point etc. 

A brief is therefore not a thesis or a dissertation. 

What is ‘Brief’ in Law? 

A brief is a written legal argument used by a lawyer to lay out ar-

guments in support of petitions or motions before the courts. A 

brief must identify the legal issues, present the facts of the case 

and request that a court follow a particular course of action, such 

as granting a motion during trial or reversing a lower court’s deci-

sion on appeal. A brief must state the law, the facts of the case and 

the reasons for the conclusions in a clear and concise manner 

bearing in mind that Judges are busy with voluminous documents 

and case files to review at any given time.  

Furthermore, the word Brief relates essentially to a summary of 

facts and legal points in a case. It cuts across various legal docu-

ments such as writs, deeds, affidavits, summations, bills, claims,  

counterclaims, pleadings et tal. 

 

ESSENTIAL SKILLS TO APPLY IN BRIEF WRITING 

Brief writing skills are an essential tool for the practice of law irre-

spective of what practice area one is involved with. As a Judicial 

Researcher there are certain brief writing skills deployed in re-

searching, drafting legal opinions, initiating and replying letters for 
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and on behalf of the court, proofreading, and vetting orders, rul-

ings and judgments. A skilled LA must be able to pay attention to 

details, have the ability to prioritize, work under pressure, and 

work with minimal supervision. An L A must have exceptional 

speed reading skills and ability to comprehend fast and easily. This 

skill is very important because of the need to grasp the facts of the 

file to be able to offer any meaningful and/or adoptable opinion.  

 

An L A must have an excellent communication skill, which in-

cludes verbal and written. 

Written communication includes everything from pleadings to 

emails and letters. From my interaction with some L As, I discov-

ered that many do encounter some difficulties in turning their 

thoughts into well-drafted documents, today, the use of social me-

dia, email, texts, and instant messaging has affected negatively on 

our writing skills. These informal forms of communication are 

gradually eroding away our writing skills. However, in the legal 

field, we must be able to transfer our thoughts to writing in a way 

that correctly interprets the real facts of a case. 
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ELEMENTS OF GOOD BRIEF WRITING  

Brief writing has a specific framework that begins with a strong 

foundation, grammar, spelling, vocabulary, and tone without 

which it will be a casual letter. 

The elements, techniques or ingredients of good brief writing in-

clude the following: 

1. ACCURACY 

Be honest and accurate in writing, present facts and information 

honestly, and accurately without coloration and bias.  

2. BRIEF 

Usually, the length of writing depends on the subject matter. How-

ever being brief means avoiding unnecessary details. No need to be 

verbose, repetitive and redundant. 

3. CLARITY 

The use of language, diction and tone should be clear and unam-

biguous. 

4. ORIGINALITY 

Be original in your thoughts and presentation.  

POINTERS TO GOOD BRIEF WRITING 

1. Write for your audience  

Always keep your audience in mind when constructing any piece 

of writing, Lawyers must give up their respective individual writing 

quirks and instead adopt a form that meets with the needs of their 
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audience. For instance, a written brief to be adopted in the court-

room varies in form from a memo meant for a client. The latter has 

to be authoritative, persuasive and ideally takes on a more formal-

istic style in line with the IRAC (Issues, Rules, Application and 

Conclusion) system of legal analysis. The former is quite the con-

trary. It is usually less technical and more reader-friendly. You 

should always tailor your writing to suit your specific audience.  

2. Organize Your Writing 

For clarity and easy understanding, a piece of legal writing must 

be organized in a logical and cohesive way so readers easily follow 

your train of thoughts or rationale. 

To achieve this, employ proper paragraphing in your analysis of 

issues where necessary. In addition, if you have multiple issues to 

discuss, break them down into subtopics, numbered, or lettered 

sections. Create a roadmap for your writing by using visual cues 

to guide the reader. 

Introduce your subject in an introductory paragraph, use transi-

tional phrases (“furthermore,” “however,” “in addition,” etc.) 

between each paragraph, introduce each paragraph with a topic 

sentence, and use headings and subheadings to break up blocks 
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of text. Limit each paragraph to one topic, and sum up your mes-

sage with a concluding sentence or paragraph. Organizational 

structure guides the reader through your text and promotes read-

ability. 

3. Minimise the medieval legal parlance 

These are specialized legal phrases and jargons, which can make 

your writing abstract, stilted, and archaic. Examples of legalese 

include words such as aforementioned, herewith, heretofore, 

and wherein. 

Lawyers and legal writers must understand that the bedrock of 

writing of any sort is to communicate not astound or bamboozle.    

In most cases the target of our write-ups are to non- lawyers and 

other court users, so if all you do is law speak, then you will not 

communicate. Instead, you will come off as some stuffed person. 

Write in a coherent, user-friendly readable way, clear and simple 

manner. Otherwise, you might be the only one who really enjoys 

your own writing.  

Albert Einstein once said, “If you can’t explain it to a six year old, 

you don’t understand it yourself”. Write as though you were writing 

for a six year old. That is the hallmark of good brief writing.  
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To avoid legalese and promote clarity, try reading your sentence to 

a colleague or substituting abstract words with simple, concrete 

terms. For example, instead of using “I am in receipt of your 

correspondence,” use “I received your letter.” It is clearer and 

more succinct. 

4. Write as often 

If we go by Malcolm Gladwell’s “10,000 Hour Rule of Mastery” 

in his book “Outliers” it will take you approximately that number 

of hours to become a master at anything of real merit. Legal writing 

follows exactly this same rule. The more you develop a writing  

ritual the more your writing improves.  

5. Be Concise  

Every word you write should contribute to your message. Omit ex-

traneous words, shorten complex sentences, eliminate redundan-

cies, and keep it simple. Word choice plays a critical role in making 

a brief clear and concise; consider eliminating vague theoretical 

words and replacing them with more concise, specific terms. 

Consider the following sentences: 

“Due to the fact that the defendant has not attempted to pay back 

the money owed to the plaintiff in the amount of 3 million naira, it 
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has become absolutely essential that the lawyer take appropriate 

legal action in order to obtain payment of the aforesaid amount.” 

A more concise way should read: “Since the defendant has not paid 

the 3 million naira owed the plaintiff, the lawyer will file a lawsuit 

seeking reimbursement.” The latter sentence conveys the same in-

formation in 21 words versus 47. Omitting unnecessary words 

help clarify the meaning of the sentence and adds impact.  

For clarity and easy understanding, a piece of legal writing must 

be organized in a logical and cohesive way so readers easily follow 

your train of thoughts or rationale. 

To achieve this, employ proper paragraphing in your analysis of 

issues where necessary. In addition, if you have multiple issues to 

discuss, break them down into subtopics, numbered, or Lettered 

sections. 

6. Use Action Words  

Action words make your legal prose more powerful, dynamic, and 

vivid. Add punch to your writing with verbs that bring your prose 

to life. Here are a few examples: 

Weak: The defendant was not truthful. Better: The defendant lied. 
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Weak: The witness quickly came into the courtroom. Better: The 

witness bolted into the courtroom. 

Weak: The judge was very angry. Better: The judge was enraged.  

 

7. Use Concrete Words 

Both the study and practice of law enriches lawyers with an end-

less supply of indefinite and verbose vocabulary words. Given this 

excess of legal terminologies and abstractions at our disposal, we 

often fall into the temptation of using words indiscriminately to 

befuddle and stupefy our readers or listeners.  

If you do not want to be misunderstood in what you write, then cut 

out every vagueness. Incorporate concrete words into your writing, 

be it a memo, brief or contractual agreement. Stay clear of vague 

nouns and verbs otherwise known as “empty words” in your writ-

ing. Avoid words like “really”, “basically”, “actually” and other 

words, which do not add any meaning to your text. Weak: “The 

accused’s testimony left the court in reasonable doubt of his inno-

cence”. Better: “The accused was evasive about why he ran away 

from the crime scene before the arrival of the police and so the court 

doubted his innocence”. Learn to furnish your readers precise de-

tails to aid their understanding of your writing.  
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8. Write in the active voice 

Writing in the active voice is precisely one of the hallmarks of good 

legal writing. For those legal writers who are not aware, writing in 

active voice is the surest way to capture the essence of your writing 

and attract the interest and imagination of your distant readers. It 

promotes simple, direct, and effective writing in as real a way as it 

can be. Use them generously when you write. “The employee 

breached his contract of employment when he faked illness and 

skipped work”. Not “he was in breach of his contract of employment 

when he skipped work. 

 

9. Avoid Passive Voice  

Passive voice disguises responsibility for an act by eliminating the 

subject of the verb. Active voice, on the other hand, tells the reader 

who is doing the acting and clarifies your message. For example, 

instead of “the filing deadline was missed,” say, “plaintiff’s counsel 

missed the filing deadline.” Instead of “a crime was committed,” 

say, “the defendant committed the crime. 

 

10. Use gender-neutral words that have the same  

 meaning.  

The traditional assumption that ‘he’ is subsumed in ‘she’ other-

wise known as the (“masculine rule”) was widely contested and 

https://www.thebalancesmb.com/what-is-a-plaintiff-in-a-lawsuit-398411
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calls were made to redress the imbalance in the 1970s. To that 

end, gender specific words are not to be used in legal drafting. 

Such words should be replaced with gender-neutral words that 

have the same meaning.  In other words, avoid nouns that take a 

form that appears to assume that a man rather than a woman will 

hold a particular office, do a particular job or perform a particular 

role. 

  

See the following words: 

Master          Captain                     Police Man     Police officer 

Chairman     Chairperson              Fireman         Fire- fighter 

Draftsman    Drafter                      Foreman        Supervisor 

Seaman        Crew                         Man Made      Manufactured 

Workman     Worker                      Mankind        Humankind 
 

Avoid using ‘he’ or ‘she’ or ‘him’ or ‘her’ when writing except in 

rare cases when the topic is gender specific. For example, a legal 

opinion on ovarian cancer may of necessity include the word ‘she’ 

or ‘her’. Similarly on Prostate cancer may by necessity include ‘he’ 

or ‘his’ 

 

Generally, nouns rather than pronouns should be used to refer to 

‘persons’ in order to avoid gender identification.   
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Example: “If a Judge is satisfied that it is reasonable in the circum-

stances to do so, he must issue a warrant”. 

Consider “If Judge is satisfied that it is reasonable in the circum-

stances to do so, the Judge must issue a warrant” 

11. Edit ruthlessly and painstakingly 

Edit your writing ruthlessly, omitting unnecessary words and re-

writing for clarity. Careful proofreading is particularly important 

in legal writing. Spelling, punctuation, or grammatical errors in a 

document submitted to the court, opposing counsel or a client 

could undermine your credibility as a legal professional. Do not 

distract your judge from the content of your brief with poor spelling 

or grammar. 

Even veteran lawyers who have polished their writing skills 

through years of practice in the field still jealously proofread their 

work upon completion for errors. Do less, and your hard-earned 

reputation and credibility will diminish quickly. 

 

SOURCES AND TOOLS THAT ENHANCE LEGAL  

RESEARCH. 

Research Assistants have a variety of places to source for relevant 

materials to enhance the quality of their research. 

 Good government or public Law library. 

 E-Law library or electronic library on the internet 

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/legal-writing-and-editing-2164282
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 Personal law library or collection of Law books 

 Statutes 

 Law Reports 

 Textbooks 

 Periodical and Journals 

 Reference books 

 Newspapers and magazines. 

Statutes or Legislations – 

Published in columns as Statute books. These include: 

 The Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 

 The past and present Laws of any of the 36 States of Nigeria 

 The past and present Statutes of any Foreign Country. 

Law Reports 

Law Reports are the decisions of the courts published in volumes 

periodically they include. 

 Supreme Court of Nigeria 

 Court of Appeal 

 High Courts; or 

 Tribunals 

Nigerian Law Reports 

Examples of Law Reports in Nigeria are numerous. A few examples 

are: 

 All Nigerian Law Reports - ALL NLR 

 Nigerian Weekly Law Reports - NWLR 
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 Supreme Court Reports - SC 

 Federation Weekly Law Reports - FWLR 

 Weekly Reports of Nigeria - WRN 

 Law Pavilion Electronic Law Reports – LPELR 

 Legalpedia 

Foreign Law Reports 

Foreign Law Reports Include 

 All England Reports - All ER UK 

 Queen’s Bench Reports - QB 

 Kings Bench Reports - KB 

 Appeal Cases - AC 

 Weekly Law Reports - WLR 

 English Reports - ER 

 Commonwealth Law Reports - CLR Commonwealth e.t.c 

Textbooks 

Textbooks are books on any Legal subject or related fields. They 

could be Local or 

Foreign Authors. 

Periodicals and Journals, (writings and publication of jurists 

and academicians). 
 

This includes magazines, Journals, Brochures, Newsletters, Cata-

logues Published at fixed intervals. 

Reference books 

Reference books contain facts and information about various sub-

jects, such as dictionary, encyclopaedia et tal  
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CHALLENGES AND DIFFICULTIES  

 

From the foregoing, it is evident that Legal /Research Assistants 

play an important role in the smooth and quick dispensation of 

justice; however, their duties are not devoid of challenges and dif-

ficulties, which include:  

 

1. Difficulty in sourcing information and/or working 

materials  

The libraries are the first place to consult for research materials, 

and so must be equipped to meet the changing trends in the ad-

ministration of justice.  It is imperative  for courts  in its  efforts  to 

digitalize the courts  through the Nigerian Courts Management 

Systems  (NCMS) powered by the NJC,   to  extend the  technology 

driven system to legal research by providing modern electronic sys-

tems such as computer, laptops, IPad, etc. with  digitalized  law 

reports, statutes, laws, reference materials and fast internet ser-

vice for efficient and effective work. 

 

 

2. Non-availability of conducive working office. 

Legal/Research Assistants are required to have quiet and condu-

cive offices to enable them concentrate and give their best. For 

now, most them, operate from courtrooms to library not having 

that needed conducive and favorable space to operate. 
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3. Training and more training:  

A high level of standard and professionalism expected from the LAs 

requires that they must be equipped by way of capacity building 

in order to cope with the plethora of Rulings and Judgments 

churned out every day by the Judges.  

 

CONCLUSION 

These tips just given above could take your legal writing to the next 

level if you will only remember to employ them as you sit down to 

draft your next document.  

I leave you with the words of Albert Einstein 

“Everybody is a genius, but if you judge a fish by its 
ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life be-
lieving that it is stupid”.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  THANK YOU FOR LISTENING 
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